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ABSTRACT
Motivation: Optimizing seed selection is an important problem in
read mapping. The number of non-overlapping seeds a mapper
selects determines the sensitivity of the mapper while the total
frequency of all selected seeds determines the speed of the mapper.
Modern seed-and-extend mappers usually select seeds with either
an equal and fixed-length scheme or with an inflexible placement
scheme, both of which limit the potential of the mapper to select less
frequent seeds to speed up the mapping process. Therefore, it is
crucial to develop a new algorithm that can adjust both the individual
seed length and the seed placement, as well as derive less frequent
seeds.
Results: We present the Optimal Seed Solver (OSS), a dynamic
programming algorithm that discovers the least frequently-occurring
set of x seeds in an L-bp read in O(x × L) operations on average
and in O(x × L2) operations in the worst case. We compared OSS
against four state-of-the-art seed selection schemes and observed
that OSS provides a 3-fold reduction of average seed frequency over
the best previous seed selection optimizations.
Availability: We provide an implementation of the Optimal Seed
Solver in C at: https://github.com/CMU-SAFARI/Optimal-Seed-Solver
Contact: hxin@cmu.edu, calkan@cs.bilkent.edu.tr, onur@cmu.edu
1 INTRODUCTION
The invention of high-throughput sequencing (HTS) platforms
during the past decade triggered a revolution in the field
of genomics. These platforms enable scientists to sequence
mammalian-sized genomes in a matter of days, which have
created new opportunities for biological research. For example, it
is now possible to investigate human genome diversity between
populations (1; 2), find genomic variants likely to cause disease (17;
7), and study the genomes of ape species (13; 22; 25; 18) and ancient
hominids (9; 19; 14) to better understand human evolution.
However, these new sequencing platforms drastically increase the
computational burden of genome data analysis. First, billions of
short DNA segments (called reads) are aligned to a long reference
genome. Each read is aligned to one or more sites in the reference
based on similarity with a process called read mapping (8). Reads
are matched to locations in the genome with a certain allowed
number of errors: insertions, deletions, and substitutions (which
usually constitute less than 5% of the read’s length). Matching
strings approximately with a certain number of allowed errors is a
difficult problem. As a result, read mapping constitutes a significant
portion of the time spent during the analysis of genomic data.
∗to whom correspondence should be addressed
In seed-and-extend based read mappers such as mrFAST (4),
RazerS3 (26), GEM (12), SHRiMP (21) and Hobbes (3), reads
are partitioned into several short, non-overlapping segments called
seeds. Seeds are used as indexes into the reference genome to
reduce the search space and speed up the mapping process. Since
a seed is a subsequence of the read that contains it, every correct
mapping for a read in the reference genome will also be mapped
by the seed (assuming no errors in the seed). Mapping locations of
the seeds, therefore, generate a pool of potential mappings of the
read. Mapping locations of seeds in the reference genome are pre-
computed and stored in a seed database (usually implemented as
a hash table or Burrows-Wheeler-transformation (BWT) (5) with
FM-index (6)) and can be quickly retrieved through a database
lookup.
When there are errors in a read, the read can still be correctly
mapped as long as there exists one seed of the read that is error
free. The error-free seed can be obtained by breaking the read into
many non-overlapping seeds; in general, to tolerate e errors, a read
is divided into e + 1 seeds, and based on the Pigeonhole Principle,
at least one seed will be error free.
Potential mapping locations of the seeds are further verified using
a weighted edit-distance calculation (such as Smith-Waterman (23)
and Needleman-Wunsch (16) algorithms) to examine the quality of
the mapping of the read. Locations that pass this final verification
step (i.e., contain fewer than e substitutions, insertions, and
deletions) are valid mappings and are recorded by the mapper for
use in later stages of genomic analysis.
Computing the edit-distance is an expensive operation and is the
primary computation performed by most read mappers. In fact,
speeding up this computation is the subject of many other works
in this area of research, such as Shifted Hamming Distance (27),
Gene Myers’ bit-vector algorithm (15) and SIMD implementations
of edit-distance algorithms (24; 20). To allow edits, mappers must
divide reads into multiple seeds. Each seed increases the number
of locations that must be verified. Furthermore, to divide a read
into more seeds, the lengths of seeds must be reduced to make
space for the increased number of seeds; shorter seeds occur more
frequently in the genome which requires the mapper to verify even
more potential mappings.
Therefore, the key to building a fast yet error tolerant mapper
with high sensitivity is to select many seeds (to provide greater
tolerance) while minimizing their frequency of occurrence (or
simply frequency) in the genome to ensure fast operation. Our
goal, in this work, is to lay a theoretically-solid groundwork to
enable techniques for optimal seed selection in current and future
seed-and-extend mappers.
Selecting the optimal set of non-overlapping seeds (i.e. the least
frequent set of seeds) from a read is difficult primarily because the
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associated search space (all valid choices of seeds) is large and it
grows exponentially as the number of seeds increases. A seed can
be selected at any position in the read with any length, as long as it
does not overlap other seeds. We observe that there is a significant
advantage to selecting seeds with unequal lengths, as possible seeds
of equal lengths can have drastically different levels of frequencies.
Our goal in this paper is to develop an inexpensive algorithm that
derives the optimal placement and length of each seed in a read,
such that the overall sum of frequencies of all seeds is minimized.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• Examines the frequency distribution of seeds in the seed
database and counts how often seeds of different frequency
levels are selected using a naive seed selection scheme. We
confirm the discovery of prior works (10) that frequencies are
not evenly distributed among seeds and frequent seeds are
selected more often under a naive seed selection scheme. We
further show that this phenomenon persists even when using
longer seeds.
• Provides an implementation of an optimal seed finding
algorithm, Optimal Seed Solver, which uses dynamic
programming to efficiently find the least frequent non-
overlapping seeds of a given read. We prove that this algorithm
always provides the least frequently-occurring set of seeds in a
read.
• Gives a comparison of the Optimal Seed Solver and
existing seed selection optimizations, including Adaptive
Seeds Filter in GEM mapper (12), Cheap K-mer Selection
in FastHASH (28), Optimal Prefix Selection in Hobbes
mapper (3) and spaced seeds in PatternHunter (11). We
compare the complexity, memory traffic, and average
frequency of selected seeds of Optimal Seed Solver with the
above four state-of-the-art seed selection mechanisms. We
show that the Optimal Seed Solver provides the least frequent
set of seeds among all existing seed selection optimizations at
reasonable complexity and memory traffic.
2 MOTIVATION
To build a fast yet error tolerant mapper with high mapping
coverage, reads need to be divided into many, infrequently occurring
seeds. In this way, mappers will be able to find all correct mappings
of the read (mappings with small edit-distances) while minimizing
the number of edit-distance calculations that need to be performed.
To achieve this goal, we have to overcome two major challenges: (1)
seeds are short, in general, and therefore frequent in the genome;
and (2) the frequencies of seeds vary significantly. Below we
provide discussions about each challenge in greater detail.
Assume a read has a length of L base-pairs (bp) and x% of it is
erroneous (e.g., L = 80 and x% = 5% implies that are 4 edits).
To tolerate x%× L errors in the read, we need to select x%× L +
1 seeds, which renders a seed to be L ÷ (x% × L + 1)-bp long
on average. Given that the desired error rates for many mainstream
mappers have been as large as 5%, typically the average seed length
of a hash-table based mapper is not greater than 16-bp (4; 26; 21;
12; 3).
Seeds have two important properties: (1) the frequency of a
seed is monotonically non-increasing with greater seed lengths
and (2) the frequencies between seeds typically differ (sometimes
significantly) (10). Figure 1 shows the static distribution of
frequencies of 10-bp to 15-bp fixed-length seeds from the human
reference genome (GRCh37). This figure shows that the average
seed frequency decreases with the increase in the seed length. With
longer seeds, there are more patterns to index the reference genome.
Thus each pattern on average is less frequent.
Fig. 1. Frequency distribution of seeds in fixed-length seed databases. Each
plot shows how many unique seeds there are at each frequency level. Notice
that the trend in each plot is not a continuous line but made of many discrete
data points.
From Figure 1, we can also observe that the frequencies of seeds
are not evenly distributed: for seeds with lengths between 10 to 15
base-pairs, many seeds have frequencies below 100, as in the figure,
seed frequencies below 100 have high seed counts, often over 103.
However, there are also a few seeds which have frequencies greater
than 100K, even though the seed counts of such frequencies are
very low, usually just 1. This explains why most plots in Figure 1
follow a bimodal distribution; except for 10-bp seeds and perhaps
11-bp seeds, where the frequency of seeds peaks at around 100.
Although ultra-frequent seeds (seeds that appear more frequently
than 104 times) are few among all seeds, they are ubiquitous in the
genome. As a result, for a randomly selected read, there is a high
chance that the read contains one or more of such frequent seeds.
This effect is best illustrated in Figure 2, which presents the numbers
of frequencies of consecutively selected seeds, when we map over
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4 million randomly selected 101-bp reads from the 1000 Genome
Project (1) to the human reference genome.
Fig. 2. Frequency distribution of seeds at runtime by selecting 15-bp seeds
consecutively while mapping 4,031,354 101-bp reads from a real read set,
ERR240726 from the 1000 Genome Project, under different number of
required seeds.
Unlike in Figure 1, in which the average frequency of 15-bp
seeds is 5.25, the average frequencies of seeds in Figure 2 are all
greater than 2.7K. Furthermore, from Figure 2, we can observe
that the ultra-frequent seeds are selected far more often than some
of the less frequent seeds, as the seed count increases with higher
seed frequencies after 104 (as opposed to Figure 1, where seed
frequencies over 104 usually have seed counts below 10). This
observation suggests that the ultra-frequent seeds are surprisingly
numerous in reads, especially considering how few ultra-frequent
seed patterns there are in total in the seed database (and the plots
in Figure 2 no longer follow a bimodal distribution as in Figure 1).
We call this phenomenon frequent seed phenomenon. Frequent seed
phenomenon is explained in previous works (10). To summarize,
highly frequent seed patterns are ubiquitous in the genome,
therefore they appear more often in randomly sampled reads, such
as reads sampled from shotgun sequencing. Frequency distributions
of other seed lengths are provided in the Supplementary Materials.
The key takeaway from Figure 1 and Figure 2 is that although
longer seeds on average are less frequent than shorter seeds, some
seeds are still much more frequent than others and are more
prevalent in the reads. Therefore, with a naive seed selection
mechanism (e.g., selecting seeds consecutively from a read), a
mapper still selects many frequent seeds, which increases the
number of calls to the computationally expensive verification
process.
To reduce the total frequency of selected seeds, we need
an intelligent seed selection mechanism to avoid using frequent
patterns as seeds. More importantly, as there is a limited number
of base-pairs in a read, we need to carefully choose the length of
each seed. Extension of an infrequent seed does not necessarily
provide much reduction in the total frequency of all seeds, but it
will “consume” base-pairs that could have been used to extend other
more frequent seeds. Besides determining individual seed lengths,
we should also intelligently select the position of each seed. If
multiple seeds are selected from a small region of the read, as they
are closely packed together, seeds are forced to keep short lengths,
which potentially increase their seed frequency.
Based on the above observations, our goal in this paper is to
develop an algorithm that can calculate both the length and the
placement of each seed in the read. Hence, the total frequency of
all seeds will be minimized. We call such a set of seeds the optimal
seeds of the read as they produce the minimum number of potential
mappings to be verified while maintaining the sensitivity of the
mapper. We call the sum of frequencies of the optimal seeds the
optimal frequency of the read.
3 METHODS
The biggest challenge in deriving the optimal seeds of a read is
the large search space. If we allow a seed to be selected from an
arbitrary location in the read with an arbitrary length, then from
a read of length L, there can be L×(L+1)
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possibilities to extract a
single seed. When there are multiple seeds, the search space grows
exponentially since the position and length of each newly selected
seed depend on positions and lengths of all previously selected
seeds. For x seeds, there can be as many asO(L2×x
x!
) seed selection
schemes.
Below we propose Optimal Seed Solver (OSS), a dynamic
programming algorithm that finds the optimal set of x seeds of a
read inO(x×L) operations on average and inO(x×L2) operations
in the worst case scenario.
Although in theory a seed can have any length, in OSS, we assume
the length of a seed is bounded by a range [Smin, Smax]. This
bound is based on our observation that in practice, neither very short
seeds nor very long seeds are commonly selected in optimal seeds.
Ultra-short seeds (< 8-bp) are too frequent. Most seeds shorter than
8-bp have frequencies over 1000. Ultra-long seeds “consume” too
many base-pairs from the read, which shorten the lengths of other
seeds and increase their frequencies. Furthermore, long seeds (e.g.,
40-bp) are mostly either unique or non-existent in the reference
genome (seed of 0 frequency is still useful in read mapping as it
confirms there exist at least one error it). Extending a unique or
non-existent seed longer provides little benefit while “consuming”
extra base-pairs from the read.
Bounding seed lengths reduces the search space of optimal seeds.
However, it is not essential to OSS. OSS can still work without seed
length limitations (to lift the limitations, one can simply set Smin =
1 and Smax = L), although OSS will perform extra computation.
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Below we describe our Optimal Seed Solver algorithm in three
sections. First, we introduce the core algorithm of OSS. Then
we improve the algorithm with two optimizations, optimal divider
cascading and early divider termination. Finally we explain the
overall algorithm and provide the pseudo code.
3.1 The core algorithm
A naive brute-force solution to find the optimal seeds of a read
would be systematically iterating through all possible combinations
of seeds. We start with selecting the first seed by instantiating all
possible positions and lengths of the seed. On top of each position
and length of the first seed, we instantiate all possible positions and
lengths of the second seed that is sampled after (to the right-hand
side of) the first seed. We repeat this process for the rest of the seeds
until we have sampled all seeds. For each combination of seeds, we
calculate the total seed frequency and find the minimum total seed
frequency among all combinations.
The key problem in the brute-force solution above is that it
examines a lot of obviously suboptimal combinations. For example,
in Figure 3, there are two m-seed combinations, SA and SB ,
extracted from the same read, R. Both combinations end at the
same position, p, in R. Among them, SA is more “optimal” than
SB as it has a smaller total seed frequency. Then for any number
of seeds that is greater than m, we know that in the final optimal
solution of R, seeds before position p will not be exactly like SB ,
since any seeds that are appended after SB (e.g., S′B in Figure 3)
can also be appended after SA (e.g., S′A in Figure 3) and produce a
smaller total seed frequency. In other words, compared to SB , only
SA has the potential to be part of the optimal solution and worth
appending more seeds after. In general, among two combinations
that have equal numbers of seeds and end at the same position in the
read, only the combination with the smaller total seed frequency has
the potential of becoming part of a bigger (more seeds) optimal
solution. Therefore, for a partial read and all combinations of a
subset set of seeds in this partial read, only the optimal subset
of seeds of this partial read (with regard to different numbers of
seeds) might be relevant to the optimal solution of the entire read.
Any other suboptimal solutions of this partial read (with regard to
different numbers of seeds) will not lead to the optimal solution and
should be pruned.
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Fig. 3. Two 2-seed combinations, SA and SB that end at the same position,
p, in the read. The total seed frequency of SA is smaller than SB . Both
combinations can be extended by adding a third seed, making them S′A and
S′B respectively. For any third seed, the total seed frequency of S
′
B must be
greater than S′A. Hence, SB must not be part of any optimal solution.
The above observation suggests that by summarizing the optimal
solutions of partial reads under a smaller number of seeds, we can
prune the search space of the optimal solution. Specifically, givenm
(with m < x) seeds and a substring U that starts from the beginning
of the read, only the optimal m seeds of U could be part of the
optimal solution of the read. Any other suboptimal combinations of
m seeds of U should be pruned.
Storing the optimal solutions of partial reads under a smaller
number of seeds also helps speed up the computation of larger
numbers of seeds. Assuming we have already calculated and stored
optimal the optimal frequency of m seeds of all substrings of R,
to calculate the optimal (m + 1)-seed solution of a substrings,
we can iterate through a series of divisions of this substring. In
each division, we divide the substring into two parts: We extract
m seeds from the first part and 1 seed from the second part.
The minimum total seed frequency of this division (or simply the
“optimal frequency of the division”) is simply the sum of the optimal
m-seed frequency of the first part and the optimal 1-seed frequency
of the second part. As we already have both the optimal m-seed
frequency of the first part and the 1-seed frequency of the second
part calculated and stored, the optimal frequency of this division
can be computed with one addition and two lookups.
The optimal (m+ 1)-seed solution of this substring is simply the
division that yields the minimum total frequency. Given that each
seed requires at least Smin base-pairs, for a substring of length
L′, there are in total L′ − (m + 1) × Smin possible divisions to
be examined. This relationship can be summarized as a recurrence
function in Equation 1, in which Opt(U,m) denotes the optimal
m-seed frequency of substring U and u denotes the length of U .
Opt(U,m+1) = min
i
Opt(R[1 : i−1],m)+Opt(R[i : u], 1) (1)
OSS implements the above strategy using a dynamic programming
algorithm: To calculate the optimal (x+ 1)-seed solution of a read,
R, OSS computes and stores optimal solutions of partial reads with
fewer seeds through x iterations. In each iteration, OSS computes
optimal solutions of substrings with regard to a specific number of
seeds. In the mth iteration (m ≤ x), OSS computes the optimal m-
seed solutions of all substrings that starts from the beginning ofR,
by re-using optimal solutions computed from the previous (m−1)th
iteration. For each substring, OSS performs a series of divisions
and finds the division that provides the minimum total frequency
of m seeds. For each division, OSS computes the optimal m-seed
frequency by summing up the optimal (m − 1)-seed frequency of
the first part and the 1-seed frequency of the second part. Both
frequencies can be obtained from previous iterations. Overall, OSS
starts from 1 seed and iterates to x seeds. Finally OSS computes the
optimal (x + 1)-seed solution of R by finding the optimal division
of R and reuses results from the xth iteration.
3.2 Further optimizations
With the dynamic programming algorithm, OSS can find the optimal
(x + 1) seeds of a L-bp read in O(x × L2) operations: In each
iteration, OSS examinesO(L) substrings (L− i×Smin substrings
for the ith iteration) and for each substring OSS inspects O(L)
divisions (L′ − i × Smin divisions of a L′-bp substring). In total,
there are O(L2) divisions to be verified in an iteration.
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To further speed up OSS and reduce the average complexity
of processing each iteration, we propose two optimizations to
OSS: optimal divider cascading and early divider termination. With
both optimizations, we empirically reduce the average complexity
of processing an iteration to O(L). Below we describe both
optimizations in detail.
3.2.1 Optimal divider cascading Until this point, our assumption
is that optimal solutions of substrings within an iteration are
independent from each other: the optimal division (the division that
provides the optimal frequency of the substring) of one substring
is independent from the optimal division of another substring, thus
they must be derived independently.
We observe that this assumption is not necessarily true as there
exists a relationship between two substrings of different lengths in
the same iteration (under the same seed number): the first optimal
divider (the optimal divider that is the closest towards the beginning
of the read, if there exist multiple optimal divisions with the same
total frequency) of the shorter substring must be at the same or
a closer position towards the beginning of the read, compared
to the first optimal divider of the longer substring. We call this
phenomenon the optimal divider cascading, and it is depicted in
Figure 4. The proof that the optimal divider cascading is always
true is provided in the Supplementary Materials.
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Fig. 4. All substrings and their first optimal dividers in an iteration. We
observe that the first optimal divider of a longer substring is never more
towards the beginning of the read than the first optimal divider of a shorter
substring.
Based on the optimal divider cascading phenomenon, we know
that for two substrings in the same iteration, the first optimal divider
of the shorter substring must be no further than the first optimal
divider of the longer substring. With this relationship, we can reduce
the search space of optimal dividers in each substring by processing
substrings within an iteration from the longest to the shortest.
In each iteration, we start with the longest substring of the read,
which is the read itself. We examine all divisions of the read and
find the first optimal divider of it. Then, we move to the next
substring of the length |L − 1|. In this substring, we only need
to check dividers that are at the same or a prior position than the
first optimal divider of the read. After processing the length |L− 1|
substring, we move to the length |L − 2| substring, whose search
space is further reduced to positions that are at the same or a closer
position to the beginning of the read than the first optimal divider
of the length |L− 1| substring. This procedure is repeated until the
shortest substring in this iteration is processed.
3.2.2 Early divider termination With optimal divider cascading,
we are able to reduce the search space of the first optimal divider
of a substring and exclude positions that come after the first optimal
divider of the previous, 1-bp longer substring. However, the search
space is still large since any divider prior to the first optimal divider
of the previous substring could be the optimal divider. To further
reduce the search space of dividers in a substring, we propose the
second optimization – early divider termination.
The key idea of early divider termination is simple: The
optimal frequency of a substring monotonically non-increases as the
substring extends longer in the read (see Lemma 1 in Supplementary
Materials for the proof of this fact).
Based on the optimal divider cascading, we start at the position
of the first optimal divider in the previous substring. Then, we
gradually move the divider towards the beginning (or simply
moving backward) and check the total seed frequency of the
division after each move. During this process, the first part of
the division gradually shrinks while the second part gradually
grows, as we show in Figure 5. According to the Lemma 1 in the
Supplementary Materials, the optimal frequency of the first part
must be monotonically non-decreasing while the optimal frequency
of the second part must be monotonically non-increasing.
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Fig. 5. Propagating dividers in a substring. The divider starts at the position
of the previous substring’s first optimal divider, then gradually moves
towards the beginning of the substring, until it reaches the termination
position, T .
For each position of the divider, let FREQP2 denote the frequency
of the second part (P2) and ∆FREQP1 denote the change of
frequency of the first part (P1) between current and the next move.
Early divider termination suggests that: the divider should stop
moving backward, whenever |∆FREQP1 | > |FREQP2 |. All dividers
that are prior to this position are guaranteed to have greater total seed
frequencies. We call this stopping position the termination position,
and the division at this position – termination division, denoted as T .
We name the first and the second part of T as T1 and T2 respectively.
For any divider that comes prior to the termination position,
compared to the termination division, its first part is shorter and
its second part is longer. Hence the optimal frequency of its first
part is greater and the optimal frequency of its second part is
smaller. Let |∆FREQP ′1(T )| denote the increase of the optimal
frequency of the first part between current division and termination
division and |∆FREQP ′2(T )| denote the decrease of the second part.
Based on Lemma 1, we have |∆FREQP ′1(T )| ≥ |∆FREQT1 |. Since
the frequency of a seed can be no smaller than 0, we also have
|FREQT2 | ≥ |∆FREQP ′2(T )|. Combining the three inequalities,
we have |∆FREQP1(T )| > |∆FREQP1(T )|. This suggests that
compared to the termination division, the frequency increase of the
first part must be greater than the frequency reduction of the second
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part. Hence, the overall optimal frequency of such division must
be greater than the optimal frequency of the termination division.
Therefore divisions prior to termination position cannot be optimal.
Using early divider termination, we can further reduce the search
space of dividers within a substring and exclude all positions that
are prior to the termination position. Since the second part of
the substring hosts only one seed and frequencies of most seeds
decrease to 1 after extending it to a length of over 20 bp, we observe
that the termination position of a substring is reached fairly quickly,
only after a few moves. With both optimal divider cascading and
early divider termination, from our experiments, we observe that
we only need to verify 5.4 divisions on average for each substring.
To conclude, with both optimizations, we have reduced the average
complexity of Optimal Seed Solver to O(x× L).
3.3 The full algorithm
Below we present the full algorithm of Optimal Seed Solver.
Before calculating the optimal x-seed frequency of the read, R, we
assume that we already have the optimal 1-seed frequency of any
substring of R and it can be retrieved in aO(1)-time lookup via the
optimalFreq(substring) function. This information can be pre-
processed prior to mapping, or it can be calculated dynamically at
runtime. If calculated at runtime, it requires at mostO(L2) lookups
to the seed database for all possible substrings of the read.
Let firstOptDivider(substring) be the function to calculate
the first optimal divider of a substring. Then the optimal set of seeds
can be calculated by filling a 2-D array, opt data, of size (x −
1)× L. In this array, each element stores two data: an optimal seed
frequency and a first optimal divider. For the element at ith row and
jth column, it stores the optimal i-seed frequency of the substring
R[1...j] as well as the first optimal divider of the substring.
Algorithm 1 provides the pseudo-code of optimalSeedsF inder
and Algorithm 2 provides the pseudo code of firstOptDivider.
To retrieve the starting and ending positions of each optimal seed,
we can backtrack the 2-D array and backward induce the optimal
substrings and their optimal dividers in each iteration. The pseudo
code of the backtracking process is provided in Supplementary
Materials.
4 RELATED WORKS
The primary contribution of this work is a dynamic programming
algorithm that derives the optimal non-overlapping seeds of a read
inO(x×L) operations on average. To our knowledge, this is the first
work that calculates the optimal seeds and the optimal frequency of
a read. The most related prior works are optimizations to the seed
selection mechanism which reduce the sum of seed frequencies of a
read using greedy algorithms.
Existing seed selection optimizations can be classified into three
categories: (1) extending seed length, (2) avoiding frequent seeds
and (3) rebalancing frequencies among seeds. Optimizations in
the first category extend frequent seeds longer in order to reduce
their frequencies. Optimizations in the second category sample seed
positions in the read and reject positions that generate frequent
seeds. Optimizations in the third category rebalance frequencies
among seeds such that the average seed frequency at runtime is
more consistent with the static average seed frequency of the seed
database.
Algorithm 1: optimalSeedSolver
Input: the read, R
Output: the optimal x-seed frequency of R, opt freq and the
first x-seed optimal divider of R, opt div
Global data structure: the 2-D data array opt data[ ][ ]
Functions:
firstOptDivider : computes the first optimal divider of the
substring
optimalFreq : retrieves the optimal 1-seed frequency of a
substring
Pseudocode:
// Fill the first iteration
for l = L to Smin do
substring = R[1 ...l ];
opt data[1 ][l ].freq = optimalFreq(substring);
// From iteration 2 to x-1
for iter = 2 to x− 1 do
// Previous optimal divider
prev div = L− Smin + 1;
for l = L to iter × Smin do
substring = R[1...l ];
div = firstOptDivider(substring, iter , prev div);
1st part = R[1...div − 1];
2nd part = R[div ...L];
1st freq = opt data[iter − 1][div − 1].freq;
2nd freq = optimalFreq(2nd part);
opt data[iter ][l ].div = div;
opt data[iter ][l ].freq = 1st freq + 2nd freq;
// optimal seed cascading
prev div = div;
prev div = L− Smin + 1;
opt div = firstOptDivider(R,L− Smin + 1 );
1st part = R[1...opt div − 1];
2nd part = R[opt div ...L];
1st freq = opt data[x − 1][opt div − 1].freq;
2nd freq = optimalFreq(2nd part);
opt freq = 1st freq + 2nd freq;
return opt freq, opt div;
We qualitatively compare the Optimal Seed Solver (OSS) to four
representative prior works selected from the above three categories.
They are: Cheap K-mer Selection (CKS) in FastHASH (28), Optimal
Prefix Selection (OPS) in Hobbes (3), Adaptive Seeds Filter (ASF) in
GEM mapper (12) and spaced seeds in PatternHunter (11). Among
the four prior works, ASF represents works from the first category;
CKS and OPS represent works from the second category and spaced
seeds represents works from the third category. Below we elaborate
each of them in greater details.
The Adaptive Seeds Filter (ASF) seeks to reduce the frequency
of seeds by extending the lengths of the seeds. For a read,
ASF starts the first seed at the very beginning of the read and
keeps extending the seed until the seed frequency is below a pre-
determined threshold, t. For each subsequent seed, ASF starts it
from where the previous seed left off in the read, and repeats the
extension process until the last seed is found. In this way, ASF
guarantees that all seeds have a frequency below t.
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Algorithm 2: firstOptDivider
Output: the first optimal divider of substring, opt div
Global data structure: the 2-D data array opt data[ ][ ]
Functions:
optimalFreq : retrieves the optimal 1-seed frequency of a
substring
Pseudocode:
first div = prev div;
min freq = MAX INT;
prev 1st freq = MAX INT;
prev 2nd freq = MAX INT;
for div = prev div to (iter − 1)× Smin do
1st part = substring[1...div − 1];
2nd part = substring[div ...end ];
1st freq = opt data[iter ][div − 1].freq;
2nd freq = optimalFreq(2nd part);
// early divider termination
if (1st freq− prev 1st freq) > prev 2nd freq then
break ;
freq = 1st freq + 2nd freq;
// update the optimal divider
if (freq ≤ min freq then
min freq = freq;
first div = div;
prev 1st freq = 1st freq;
prev 2nd freq = 2nd freq;
return first div;
Compared to OSS, ASF has two major drawbacks. First, it
does not allow any flexibility in seed placement. Seeds are always
selected consecutively, starting from the beginning of the read.
Second, it sets a fixed frequency threshold t for all reads.
Selecting seeds consecutively starting at the beginning of a read
does not always produce infrequent seeds. Although most seeds
that are longer than 20-bp are either unique or non-existent in the
reference, there are a few seeds that are still more frequent than 100
occurrences even at 40-bp (e.g., all “A”s). With a small Smax (e.g.,
Smax ≤ 40) and a small t (t ≤ 50), ASF cannot not guarantee
that all selected seeds are less frequent than t. This is because ASF
cannot extend a seed more than Smax-bp, even if its frequency is
still greater than t. If a seed starts at a position that yields a long and
frequent seed, ASF will extend the seed to Smax and accept a seed
frequency that is still greater than t.
Setting a static t for all reads further worsens the problem. Reads
are drastically different. Some reads do not include any frequent
short patterns (e.g., 10-bp patterns) while other reads have one to
many highly frequent short patterns. Reads without frequent short
patterns do not produce frequent seeds in ASF, unless t is set to be
very large (e.g., ≥ 10, 000) and as a result the selected seeds are
very short (e.g., ≤ 8-bp). Reads with many frequent short patterns
have a high possibility of producing longer seeds under medium-
sized or small t’s (e.g., ≤ 100). For a batch of reads, if the global
t is set to a small number, reads with many frequent short patterns
will have a high chance of producing many long seeds that the read
does not have enough length to support. If t is set to a large number,
reads without any frequent short patterns will produce many short
but still frequent seeds as ASF will stop extending a seed as soon
as it is less frequent than t, even though the read affords longer and
less frequent seeds.
Cheap K-mer Selection (CKS) aims to reduce seed frequencies
by selecting seeds from a wider potential seed pool. For a fixed
seed length k, CKS samples bL
k
c seed positions consecutively in
a read, with each position apart from another by k-bp. Among the
bL
k
c positions, it selects x seed positions that yield the least frequent
seeds (assuming the mapper needs x seeds). In this way, it avoids
using positions that generate frequent seeds.
CKS has low overhead. In total, CKS only needs bL
k
c lookups
for seed frequencies followed by a sort of bL
k
c seed frequencies.
Although fast, CKS can only provide limited seed frequency
reduction as it has a very limited pool to select seeds from. For
instance, in a common mapping setting where the read length L is
100-bp and seed length k is 12, the read can be divided into at most
b 100
12
c = 8 positions. With only 8 potential positions to select from,
CKS is forced to gradually select more frequent seeds under greater
seed demands. To tolerate 5 errors in this read, CKS has to select 6
seeds out of 8 potential seed positions. This implies that CKS will
select the 3rd most frequent seed out of 8 potential seeds. As we
have shown in Figure 1, 12-bp seeds on average have a frequency
over 172, and selecting the 3rd frequent position out of 8 potential
seeds renders a high possibility of selecting a frequent seed which
has a higher frequency than average.
Similar to CKS, Optimal Prefix Selection (OPS) also uses fixed
length seeds. However, it allows a greater freedom of choosing seed
positions. Unlike CKS, which only select seeds at positions that are
a multiple of the seed length k, OPS allows seeds to be selected
from any position in the read, as long as they do not overlap.
Resembling our optimal seed finding algorithm, the basis of OPS
is also a dynamic programming algorithm that implements a simpler
recurrence function. The major difference between OPS and OSS
is that OPS does not need to derive the optimal length of each
seed, as the seed length is fixed to k bp. This reduces the search
space of optimal seeds to a single dimension, which is only the seed
placements. The worst case/average complexity of OPS isO(L×x).
Compared to CKS, OPS is more complex and requires more
seed frequency lookups. In return, OPS finds less frequent seeds,
especially under large seed numbers. However, with a fixed seed
length, OPS cannot further reduce the seed frequencies by extending
the seeds longer.
Spaced seeds aim at rebalancing frequencies among patterns in
the seed database by introducing a hash function that is guided
by a user-defined bit-mask. Different patterns that are hashed into
the same hash value are considered as a single “rebalanced seed”.
By carefully designing the hashing function, which extracts base-
pairs only at selected positions from a longer (e.g., 18-bp) pattern,
spaced seeds can group up frequent long patterns with infrequent
long patterns and merge them into the new “rebalanced seeds”,
which have smaller frequency variations. At runtime, long raw seeds
are selected consecutively in the reads, which are processed by the
rebalancing hash function later.
Compared to OSS, spaced seeds has two disadvantages. First,
the hash function cannot perfectly balance frequencies among all
“rebalanced seeds”. After rebalancing, there is still a large disparity
in seed frequency amongst seeds. Second, seed placement in spaced
seeds is static, and does not accommodate for high frequency seeds.
Therefore, positions that generate frequent seeds are not avoided
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Optimal Seed Solver ASF CKS OPS Spaced seeds naive
Empirical average case complexity O(x× L) O(x) O(x× logL
k
) O(x× L) O(x) O(x)
Number of lookups O(L2) O(x) O(L
k
) O(L) O(x) O(x)
Table 1. An average case complexity and memory traffic comparison (measured by the number of seed-frequency lookups) of seed selection optimizations,
including Optimal Seed Solver (OSS), Adaptive Seeds Filter (ASF), Cheap K-mer Selection (CKS), Optimal Prefix Selection (OPS), spaced seeds and naive
(selecting fixed-length seeds consecutively). Note that only OSS has different empirical average case complexity and worst case complexity. The average case
and worst case complexity of other optimizations are equal.
which still give rise to the frequent seeds phenomenon (frequent
seeds are encountered more frequently in the reads, if selected
consecutively).
5 RESULTS
In this section, we compare the average case complexity, memory
traffic and effectiveness of OSS against the four prior studies, ASF,
CKS, OPS and spaced seeds as well as the naive mechanism, which
selects fixed seeds consecutively. Memory traffic is measured by the
number of required seed frequency lookups to map a single read.
The effectiveness of a seed selection scheme is measured by the
average seed frequency of mapping 4,031,354 101-bp reads from a
real read set, ERR240726 from the 1000 Genomes Project, under
different numbers of seeds.
We do not measure the execution time of each mechanism
because different seed selection optimizations are combined with
different seed database implementations. CKS, OPS and spaced
seeds use hash tables for short, fixed-length seeds while ASF and
OSS employs slower but more memory efficient BWT and FM-
index for longer, variant-length seeds. However, this combination is
inter-changeable. CKS, OPS, and spaced seeds can also work well
with BWT and FM-index and ASF and OSS can also be combined
with a large hash-table, given sufficient memory space. Besides,
different existing implementations have their unique seed database
optimizations, which introduces more variations to the execution
time. With the above reasons, we only compare the complexity and
memory traffic of each seed selection scheme, without measuring
their runtime performance.
We benchmark each seed optimization scheme with multiple
configurations. We benchmark ASF with multiple frequency
thresholds, 5, 10, 100, 500 and 1000. If a read fails to provide
enough seeds in ASF, due to having many long seeds under small
thresholds, the read will be processed again in CKS with a fixed
seed length of 12-bp. We benchmark CKS, OPS and naive under
three fixed seed lengths, 12, 13 and 14. We benchmark spaced seeds
with the default bit-mask, “110100110010101111”, which hashes
18-bp long seeds into 11-bp long signatures.
All seed selection mechanisms are benchmarked using an in-
house seed database, which supports variant seed lengths between
Smin = 10 and Smax = 30.
Table 1 summarizes the average complexity and memory traffic
of each seed selection optimization. From the table, we can observe
that OSS requires the most seed frequency lookups (O(L2)) with
the worst average case complexity, (O(x × L)), which tied with
OPS. Nonetheless, OSS is the most effective seed selection scheme
as Figure 6 shows. Among all seed selection optimizations, OSS
provides the largest frequency reduction of seeds on average,
achieving a 3x larger frequency reduction compared to the second
best seed selection scheme, OPS.
As shown in Figure 6, the average seed frequencies of OSS, CKS
and OPS increase with more seeds. This is expected as there is less
flexibility in seed placement with more seeds. For OSS, more seeds
also means shorter average seed length, which also contributes to
greater average seed frequencies. For ASF, average seed frequencies
remains similar for three or fewer seeds. When there are more than
three seeds, the average seed frequencies increase with more seeds.
This is because up until three seeds, all reads have enough base-
pairs to accommodate all seeds, since the maximum seed length is
Smax = 30. However, once beyond three seeds, reads start to fail in
ASF (having insufficient base-pairs to accommodate all seeds) and
the failed reads are passed to CKS instead. Therefore the increase
after three seeds is mainly due to the increase in CKS. For t = 10
with six seeds, we observe from our experiment that 66.4% of total
reads fail ASF and are processed in CKS instead.
For CKS and OPS, the average seed frequency decreases with
increasing seed length when the number of seeds is small (e.g.,
< 4). When the number of seeds is large (e.g., 6), it is not obvious
if greater seed lengths provide smaller average seed frequencies. In
fact, for 6 seeds, the average seed frequency of OPS rises slightly
when we increase the seed length from 13 bp to 14 bp. This is
because, for small numbers of seeds, the read has plenty of space
to arrange and accommodate the slightly longer seeds. Therefore, in
this case, longer seeds reduce the average seed frequency. However,
for large numbers of seeds, even a small increase in seed length
will significantly decrease the flexibility in seed arrangement. In
this case, the frequency reduction of longer seeds is surpassed by
the frequency increase of reduced flexibility in seed arrangement.
Moreover, the benefit of having longer seeds diminishes with greater
seed lengths. Many seeds are already infrequent at 12-bp. Extending
the infrequent seeds longer does not introduce much reduction in the
total seed frequency. This result corroborates the urge of enabling
flexibility in both individual seed length and seed placements.
Overall, OSS provides the least frequent seeds on average,
achieving a 3x larger frequency reduction than the second best seed
selection schemes, OPS.
6 DISCUSSION
As shown in the Results section, OSS requires O(L2) seed-
frequency lookups in order to derive the optimal solution of a
read. For a non-trivial seed database implementation such as BWT
with FM-index, this can be a time consuming process. For reads
that do not include any frequent short patterns, OSS can be an
expensive procedure with little benefit, as simpler seed selection
mechanisms can also produce low-frequency seeds. Therefore,
when designing a mapper, OSS is best used in junction with other
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Fig. 6. Average seed frequency comparison among Optimal Seed Solver
(OSS), Adaptive Seeds Filter (ASF), Cheap K-mer Selection (CKS), Optimal
Prefix Selection (OPS), spaced seeds and naive (selecting fixed length seeds
consecutively). The results are gathered by mapping 4031354 101-bp reads
from the read set ERR240726 1 from 1000 Genome Project under different
numbers of seeds (for better accuracy and error tolerance). In each figure,
a smaller average seed frequency indicates a more effective seed selection
mechanism.
greedy seed selection algorithms. In such configuration, OSS will
only be invoked when greedy seed selection algorithms fail to
deliver infrequent seeds. However, such study is beyond the scope
of this paper and will be explored in our future research.
The Optimal Seed Solver also revealed that there is still great
potential in designing better greedy seed selection optimizations.
From our experiment, we observe that the most effective greedy
seed selection optimization still provides 3x more frequent seeds
on average than optimal. Better greedy algorithms that provides less
frequent seeds without a large number of database lookups will also
be included in our future research.
7 CONCLUSION
Optimizing seed selection is an important problem in read mapping.
The number of selected non-overlapping seeds defines the error
tolerance of a mapper while the total frequency of all selected seeds
determines the performance of the mapper. To build a fast while
error tolerant mapper, it is essential to select a large number of non-
overlapping seeds while keeping each seed as infrequent as possible.
In this paper, we confirmed frequent seed phenomenon discovered
in previous works (10), which suggests that in a naive seed selection
scheme, mappers tend to select frequent seeds from reads, even
when using long seeds. To solve this problem, we proposed
Optimal Seed Solver (OSS), a dynamic-programming algorithm that
derives the optimal set of seeds from a read that has the minimum
total frequency. We further improved OSS with two optimizations,
optimal divider cascading and early seed termination. With both
optimizations, we reduced the average-case complexity of OSS to
O(x × L), and achieved a O(x × L2) worst-case complexity. We
compared OSS to four prior studies, Adaptive Seeds Filter, Cheap
K-mer Selection, Optimal Prefix Selection and spaced seeds and
showed that OSS provided a 3-fold seed frequency reduction over
the best previous seed selection scheme, Optimal Prefix Selection.
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Fig. 7. Frequency distribution of 10-bp seeds at runtime by selecting seed
consecutively under different number of required seeds.
Fig. 8. Frequency distribution of 11-bp seeds at runtime by selecting seed
consecutively under different number of required seeds.
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Fig. 9. Frequency distribution of 12-bp seeds at runtime by selecting seed
consecutively under different number of required seeds.
Fig. 10. Frequency distribution of 13-bp seeds at runtime by selecting seed
consecutively under different number of required seeds.
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Fig. 11. Frequency distribution of 14-bp seeds at runtime by selecting seed
consecutively under different number of required seeds.
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1 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
1.1 Runtime frequency distributions of seeds under
variant lengths
This section presents seed frequency distributions at runtime with
regard to different seed lengths. The results are obtained by naively
selecting different fixed-length seeds consecutively in the process of
mapping 4,031,354 101-bp reads from a real read set, ERR240726,
from the 1000 Genome Project.
Figure 7 to Figure 11 from page 11-13 show seed frequency
distributions of fixed-length seeds from 10-bp to 14-bp. From these
figures, we have three observations: (1) the average seed frequencies
of longer seeds are smaller, (2) beyond the seed frequency of 104,
more frequent seeds are more frequently selected at runtime and (3)
compared to Figure 1, the average frequencies of selected seeds are
much larger than the average frequencies of seeds with equal length
in the seed database.
As shown in all five figures above, after 104, the seed count
increases with greater seed frequencies, which implies that frequent
seeds are often selected from reads, regardless of the seed length.
1.2 Proof of optimal divider cascading
This section presents the detailed proof of the optimal divider
cascading phenomenon.
The optimal divider cascading phenomenon can be explained with
two lemmas:
LEMMA 1. For any two substrings from the same iteration
in OSS, one substring must include the other. Among the two
substrings, the minimum seed frequency of the outer substring
must not be greater than the minimum seed frequency of the inner
substring.
The proof of Lemma 1 is provided below:
PROOF. Since all substrings in the “Optimal Seed Solver”
algorithm start at the beginning of the read, any two substrings
from the same iteration must have one include another, as shown
in Figure 4.
We prove the second part of the lemma using contradiction.
Assume the outer substring has a greater optimal frequency (total
seed frequency of the optimal seeds) than the inner substring.
Because the inner substring is included by the outer substring, the
optimal seeds of the inner substring are also valid seeds for the outer
substring. Yet, the total frequency of this particular set of seeds is
smaller than the optimal frequency of the outer substring, which
leads to a contradiction.
LEMMA 2. When extending two seeds of different lengths that
end at the same position in the read by equal numbers of base-pairs,
as one seed includes the other as shown in Figure 12, the frequency
reduction (∆f ) of extending the outer seed (S2 → S′2) must not
be greater than the frequency reduction of extending the inner seed
(S1 → S′1).
Lemma 2 can be proven with the monotonic non-increasing
property of seed frequency with regard to a greater seed length. For
example, in Figure 13, there are two seeds taken from the same read,
S1 and S2, with S1 including S2 and both end at the same position
in the read. Now, we simultaneously extend both S1 and S2 longer
in the read (by taking more bp) by 3 bp, into S′1 and S′2 respectively.







      
Fig. 12. This figure shows two seeds S1 and S2, which are taken from the
same read and end at the same position, with S1 including S2. Both seeds
are extended by 3-bp into S′1 and S
′
2 respectively.
With ∆f denoting the change of seed frequencies before and after
extension, we can claim that ∆fS1 ≤ ∆fS2 .





	
		

	
Fig. 13. Two seeds, S1 and S2 are taken from the same read and end at the
same position in the read. Both S1 and S2 are extended by 3 bp into S′1 and
S′2 respectively. Considering S1 as a left-extension of S2 by E1 and S
′
1 as
a right-extension of S1 by E2, then we have S1 = E1 + S2 + E2.
To prove this inequality, it is essential to understand how is ∆f
calculated. As Figure 13 also shows, among the two seeds S1 and
S2, S1 can be considered as a “left-extension” of S2. Therefore,
S1 can be represented as S1 = E1 + S2, where E1 denotes the
left extension of S1 and the “+” sign denotes a concatenation of
strings. Similarly, S′1 can be represented as a “right-extension” of
S1, which can be also written as S′1 = E1 + S2 + E2, where E2
is the right m-bp extension of S1. By the same token, we also have
S′2 = S2 + E2. If freq(S) denotes the frequency of a seed S, then
∆fS1 = freq(S1) − freq(S′1) = freq(E1 + S2) − freq(E1 +
S2 + E2).
Below, we provide the proof of Lemma 2:
PROOF. If set E2 denotes all DNA sequences that are equal in
length with E2 but excludes E2 itself, which can be written as E2 =
{s | (s ∈ DNA sequence) ∧ (|s| = |E2|) ∧ (s 6= E2)}, then the
reduced frequency of S1 and S2 can also be written as:
∆fS1 =
∑
s∈E2
freq(E1 + S2 + s)
∆fS2 =
∑
s∈E2
freq(S2 + s)
The right hand side of both equations denote the sum of frequencies
of all seeds that share the same beginning sequence E1 +S2 (or just
S2) other than the sequence E1 + S2 + E2 itself (or S2 + E2 for
S′2), which is indeed freq(E1 + S2) − freq(E1 + S2 + E2) (or
freq(S2)− freq(S2 + E2) for S2).
From both equations, we can see that both ∆fS1 and ∆fS2
iterates through the same set of strings, E2. For each string i in
set E2, we have freq(E1 + S2 + i) ≤ freq(S2 + i), as the
extended longer seed can only be less or equally frequent as the
original shorter seed. Therefore, we have ∆fS1 ≤ ∆fS2 .
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From Lemma 2, we can deduce Corollary 2.1:
COROLLARY 2.1. When extending two substrings of different
lengths that ends at the same position in the read by equal number of
seeds, as one substring includes the other, the frequency reduction
of the optimal seed (the optimal single seed) of extending the longer
substring, is strictly not greater than the frequency reduction of the
optimal seed of extending the shorter substring.
We prove Corollary 2.1 by cases:
PROOF. Considering the four substrings from Figure 13, S1, S2,
S′1 and S′2. Among the four substrings, we have the following
relationships: 
S1 = E1 + S2
S′1 = E1 + S2 + E2
S′2 = S2 + E2
There are in total three possible cases of where the optimal seed is
selected in S′1: (1) it is selected from the region of S2 + E2, (2) it
is selected from the region E1 + S2 and the optimal seed overlaps
with E1 and (3) it is selected from the region of E1 + S2 +E2 and
the seed overlaps with both E1 and E2. Below we prove that the
Corollary is correct in each case.
Case 1: The optimal seeds is selected exclusively from S2 + E2.
This suggests that the optimal seed in S′1 is also the optimal seed
in S′2. Based on Lemma 1, we know the optimal frequency of S1 is
not greater than S2.
Combining the two deductions above, we can conclude that
extending S2 to S′2 provides a strictly no smaller frequency
reduction of the optimal seed than extending S1 to S′1.
Case 2: The optimal seed is selected from the region E1 +S2 and
it overlaps with E1.
Since the optimal seed does not overlap withE2, the optimal seed
in both S1 and S′1 must be the same. Therefore extending S1 to S′1
provides 0 frequency reduction of the optimal seed. As Lemma 1
suggests, the optimal seed frequency of S2 must not be greater than
the optimal seed frequency of S′2. As a result, the Corollary holds in
this case.
Case 3: The optimal seed is selected across E1 + S2 + E2 and it
overlaps with both E1 and E2.
Assume the optimal seed, s′1, in S′1 starts at position p1 and ends
at position p2. Assume a seed, s1, which starts at p1 but ends where
S1 ends, as shown in Figure 14. Also assume a seed, s2′, which
starts at where S′2 starts and ends at p2. From Lemma 2, we know
that the reduction of seed frequency of extending s1 to s′1 is no
greater than the seed frequency reduction of extending S2 to s′2.
We also know that the optimal seed frequency of S1 is no greater
than the seed frequency of s1 and the optimal seed frequency of
S′2 is no greater than the seed frequency of s′2. As a result, the
frequency reduction of the optimal seed by extending S1 to S′1, is
strictly no greater than the frequency reduction of the optimal seed
by extending S2 to S′2.
Using Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and Corollary 2.1, we are ready to
prove that the optimal divider cascading phenomenon is always true.
THEOREM 3. For two substrings from the same iteration in OSS,
as one substring includes the other, the first optimal divider of the
outer substring must not be at the same or a prior position than the
first optimal divider of the inner substring.





	
		

	
  
 
Fig. 14. Among the four substrings, S1, S2, S′1 and S
′
2 from Figure 13,
assume s′1 is the optimal seed of substring S
′
1. Also assume two new seeds,
s1 and s′2. Between the two seeds, s1 starts at where s
′
1 starts but ends at
where S1 ends while s′2 starts at where S
′
2 starts and ends at where s
′
1 ends.
Theorem 3 can be proven by contradiction. The proof is provided
below:
PROOF. Assume T1 and T2 are two substrings from the same
iteration in “Optimal Seed Solver”, with T1 including T2. Also
assume T1’s first optimal divider, D1, is closer to the beginning of
the read than T2’s first optimal divider, D2, as shown in Figure 15
(D1 < D2).

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 
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

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Fig. 15. Two substring T1 and T2 taken from the same iteration. We assume
T1’s first optimal divider is at D1 and T2’s first optimal divider is at D2.
Suppose we apply both divisions D1 and D2 to both substrings
T1 and T2, which renders four divisions: T1-D1, T1-D2, T2-D1 and
T2-D2, as Figure 15 shows. We can prove that T2-D2 is a strictly
less frequent solution than T2-D1. Since D2 is the first optimal
divider of T2 and D1 < D2, the minimum frequency of dividing
T2 at D1 must be greater than dividing T2 at D2. Let freq(T,D)
denotes the optimal frequency of dividing substring T at positionD,
then based on our assumptions and lemma 2, we have the following
relationships: 
freq(T1, D1) ≤ freq(T1, D2)
freq(T2, D2) < freq(T2, D1)
freq(T1, D1) ≥ freq(T2, D1)
freq(T1, D2) ≥ freq(T2, D2)
Based on corollary 2.1, we know that the frequency reduction of
extending T2-D1 to T1-D1 is strictly not greater than the frequency
reduction of extending T2-D2 to T1-D2. From Figure 15, we
can observe that only the second parts of both T2-D1 and T2-
D2 are extended into T1-D1 and T1-D2 respectively. Between
T2-D1 and T2-D2, we can see that D1 produces a longer
second part than D2. Based on the corollary of lemma 3, the
frequency reduction of extending T2-D2 to T1-D2 is no less than
the frequency reduction of extending T2-D1 to T1-D1. Given
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Algorithm 3: Backtracking
Input: the final optimal divider of the read, opt div
Output: an array of optimal dividers of the read, div array
Global data structure: the 2-D data array opt data[ ][ ]
Pseudocode:
// Push in the last divider
div array.push(opt div);
prev div = opt div;
for iter = x− 1 to 2 do
div = opt data[iter ][prev div − 1 ].div;
div array.push(opt div);
prev div = div;
return div array;
that freq(T2, D2) < freq(T2, D1) from above, we prove that
freq(T1, D2) < freq(T1, D1), which contradicts our assumption
that freq(T1, D2) ≥ freq(T2, D2). Therefore, the first optimal
divider of T1 must not be at a prior position than the first optimal
divider of T2.
1.3 Backtracking in Optimal Seed Solver
This section presents the pseudo code of the backtracking process
in OSS.
The pseudo code of the backtracking process is provided in
Algorithm 3. The key idea behind the backtracking algorithm is
simple: In the element of the ith row and the jth column of
opt data, stores the optimal divider, div, of the substring R[1...j].
This div suggests that by optimally selecting i − 1 seeds from
R[1...div−1] and one seed from R[div...j], we can obtain the least
frequent i seeds from R[1...j]. From div we can learn that substring
R[div...j] provides the ith optimal seeds. Similarly, by repeating
this process for the element of opt data[i − 1][div − 1], we can
learn the position and length of the (i-1)th optimal seeds. We can
repeat this process until we have learnt all optimal dividers of the
read.
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